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Japanese Mood and Modality in Systemic Functional Linguistics (Not in series)John Benjamins Publishing, 2021

	This book is an anthology of four papers that offers a cross-linguistic and inter-

	disciplinary exploration of modality within systemic functional linguistics (SFL).

	Drawing upon the broad SFL notion of modality that refers to the intermediate

	degrees between the positive and negative poles, the individual papers probe into

	the...
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Sams Teach Yourself Regular Expressions in 10 MinutesSams Publishing, 2004
RegEx is supported in all major development environments (for use in editing and working with code) and will thus appeal to anyone using these tools.  In addition, every JavaScript developer should be using RegEx, but most don't as it has never been taught to them properly before.  Developers using ASP, C#, ColdFusion, Java JSP, PHP, Perl,...
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An Essential Introduction to Maya Character Rigging with DVDFocal Press, 2008
Discover the concepts and techniques required to rig engaging CG character models with Maya in this unique book and DVD package. The stunning color images show just what you can achieve, and the detailed step-by-step tutorials show exactly how to achieve them. 

Every technique and tip is backed up with practical tutorials, using the...
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Swift iOS 24-Hour TrainerWrox Press, 2016

	Jump into the app development world with confidence!


	iOS Swift 24-Hour Trainer combines book and video lessons in Apple's Swift programming language to prepare you to build iPhone and iPad apps—and distribute them through the Appstore. First, this approachable text covers the fundamentals of Swift by...
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Macromedia ColdFusion MX 7 Certified Developer Study GuideMacromedia Press, 2005
With an estimated base of more than 300,000 users, there are an  awful lot of ColdFusion developers out there. The cream of the crop, however,  are those with Macromedia certification. To get that, you must pass the  Certified ColdFusion Developer exam: This comprehensive study guide ensures that  you do! In these pages, veteran...
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Foundation ActionScript 3.0 with Flash CS3 and FlexFriends of Ed, 2007
If you want to create exciting dynamic web sites that will amaze your online audience, then the Flash platform is a great way to go, with it's many features, including powerful graphical and sound and video capabilities. To really harness the power of Flash though, you need to make use of ActionScript to provide dynamic effects, enable user...
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Flex 4 Cookbook: Real-world recipes for developing Rich Internet ApplicationsO'Reilly, 2010

	
		With this collection of proven recipes, you have the ideal problem-solving guide for developing interactive Rich Internet Applications on the Adobe Flash Platform. You'll find answers to hundreds of common problems you may encounter when using Adobe Flex, Flex 4 Framework, or Flash Builder, Adobe's GUI-based development...
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Programming F# 3.0O'Reilly, 2012

	
	
		Have you ever been in a hurry and pounded in a nail using something other than a
	
		hammer? Or perhaps settled an argument concerning distances with “the length of my
	
		arm is about 20 inches, and that’s about two arm lengths...”? You might not be willing
	
		to fall for such obviously flawed shortcuts, but...
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Beginning AngularJSApress, 2014

	Beginning AngularJS is your step-by-step guide to learning the powerful AngularJS JavaScript framework. AngularJS is one of the most respected and innovative frameworks for building properly structured, easy-to-develop web applications. This book will teach you the absolute essentials, from downloading and installing AngularJS, to...
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Microsoft Access 2002 Bible BK+CDJohn Wiley & Sons, 2001
"The Best book out there … I used this book so much I wore out the binding."—Don Dimon, MCSE, MCP+I, Senior Programmer/Analyst If Access 2002 can do it, you can do it too … Client lists. Sales figures. Product inventories. In today's networked, Internet-everywhere world, you need to get a grip on your data — and...
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MDX with SSAS 2012 CookbookPackt Publishing, 2013

	69 practical recipes to analyze multidimensional data stored in SSAS 2012 cubes, using high-performance MDX calculations and flexible MDX queries


	Overview

	
		A wide range of time-related, context-aware, and business-related calculations
	
		Combine MDX with utility dimensions
	...
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PHP Cookbook: Solutions & Examples for PHP ProgrammersO'Reilly, 2014

	
		Want to understand a certain PHP programming technique? Or learn how to accomplish a particular task? This cookbook is the first place to look. With more than 350 code-rich recipes revised for PHP 5.4 and 5.5, this third edition provides updated solutions for generating dynamic web content—everything from using basic data types...
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